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This is an attempt to present the question of method 
in teaching Latin in public education today. It is not the 
intention of the writer to force his views on anyone * the fol¬ 
lowing suggestions are based on the findings of some of the 
more eminent men in the field. The experience of the writer 
has also been Included. It Is in no way Intended, either by 
the remarks made in this Introduction, or in presenting the 
problem itself, to emphasize classical study to the detriment 
of any other; but only to give it Its true place and importance 
which it is in danger of losing in an era that gives prominence 
to practical results. This danger of extinction is primarily 
due to outmoded methods in the teaching of the subject® 
A complete and rich education is what is needed. A 
quickening and lively interest Is desirable in scientific or 
related subjects, or in the study and literature of our native 
tongue. While we cry for an added Interest in these depart¬ 
ments of our formation, which Is necessary in our civiliza¬ 
tion; let us also devise the best means of teaching them with 
even greater success. 
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In studying any field of knowledge we should first of 
all define our terms. What do we understand by the term 
method? Method means the mode or way In which we teach a sub¬ 
ject matter and endeavor to Improve its application. Most 
fields of knowledge employ the analytic or inductive method; 
some in varying degrees use the demonstrative or deductive 
approach. Method as employed in the teaching of Latin can be 
safely said to be primarily deductive since it proceeds from 
established a priori principles. This is a necessary approach 
in view of the grammatical mechanics involved In rules and syn¬ 
tax with which the beginner must acquaint himself® The plat¬ 
form of contemporary educators, on the pedagogical Issue, is 
a definite antipathy towards outmoded methods in the communica¬ 
tion of subject-matter. This Is a Justifiable criticism be¬ 
cause of the evident complacency of some teachers who feel 
that there Is no need for a change in their methods. 
The subject matter of this paper Is an inquiry into 
the method of teaching first year Latin in the public schools. 
While Latin has always enjoyed inclusion in the school curric¬ 
ulum some apologia is needed for the traditional teaching 
method and a Justification for needed modifications to meet 
the challenge of the youth of our day. 
The teacher of Latin cannot be a proponent of apart¬ 
heid despite the aura of tradition and historicity connected 
with this subject. Other kindred disciplines have adopted 
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new techniques; Latin must also make this adjustment. With 
this in view, the opinions of experienced teachers in the 
field along with an analysis of available texts on Latin gram¬ 
mar, learned Journals, movies and exhibits will be presented. 
This will necessarily involve an appraisal of the earlier 
methods in teaching the subject and a comparison of these with 
recent innovations. 
TEACHING OF LATIN In anticipation of this project, research 
brought to light a comment mad© by Edmund Wilson, the well 
known literary critic; best known perhaps for the fine series 
of book-reviews contributed over the years to the New Yorker. 
He had been asked at one time to writ© an article on ”Reflec¬ 
tions on the Teaching of Latin,*' in preparation for writing 
it he asked a Latin professor of his acquaintance for a pro¬ 
fessional explanation of the methods of teaching Latin that 
were followed in his own school days and that are still in 
practice today. Wilson says the professor made no attempt to 
defend them, sayings^ 
It *s Just like the Court of Chancery at the beginning of 
Bleak House. Nobody has paid any attention to it or 
tried to do anything about it for ages. 
With the exception of a few pioneers who have had the 
courage and foresight to analyze the situation and suggest new 
_ _ __ __ _ 
^-Edmund Wilson, "Reflections on the Teaching of Latin." 
filagfilsal journal (February, 1956), p. 197. 
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methods "nobody has paid any attention to it." Ho doubt these 
pioneers have been guided by their years of experience in 
teaching and have been aware of the new methods and approaches 
current in other fields. There is no greater teacher than ex¬ 
perience particularly when it is coupled with reflection upon 
and re-evaluation of the rigid formalism that generally marks 
Latin instruction. 
Ho subject of instruction has, when compared with 
other studies of the curriculum, so long a tradition behind it 
as has Latin. Yet, traditional and sacrosanct as it my be it 
cannot rest on the laurels of its past. Has Latin discouraged 
students? Or is it the stagnant and lifeless approach we, as 
teachers, adopt in the teaching of it? Latin like the modern 
languages has much to offer the student both practically, and 
aesthetically. However, the teacher must be willing to exchange 
the toga for a more definite correlation of the study with 
something in the lives of our students. 
We are dealing with boys and girls of high school age, 
and they, like Descartes, no doubt lament the barren methods 
used or as Heine wrote of his Latins "often have I prayed that 
I might be able to remember the irregular verbs and felt sure 
the Romans would never have found time to conquer the world if 
they had been compelled to master grammar•" It is an old 
story with a serious and a humourous side. Such complaints 
are heard today from men who are qualified to speak with 
knowledge; some of them in higher education. We would do well 
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to give them a hearing because they are protesting against 
the pedantry of lifeless teaching® 
f&Db&EBX. IN THE TEACHXM OF UTIM A traditionalist of the 
- ’ ’ 2 
old guard, Edvard Rand, has made the following comments 
I heartily disapprove the present tendency to give a 
fictitious interest to elementary school textbooks in 
Greek and Latin by equipping them with sensational illus¬ 
trations which often are sentimental and misleading® A 
teacher should make just Greek and Latin Interesting 
since Interesting they arc... They should be presented 
with authority as vital things for learners whether the 
learners like them or not® mLMSLJtfaffifc. 
Rand’s dogmatic method is precisely what prompted a scholar 
like Milton to exceed his wonted measure of vigor in denounc¬ 
ing the "asinine feast of sow’s thistles1* which was served up 
to him® Rand’s comments were in protest to an article of 
Professor Dunham’s who ironically said that the devoted teacher 
desires*3 
To develop the ability to read a Latin passage with some 
degree of tinderstanding, but must also instruct in composi¬ 
tion, grammar, spelling, mythology, geography? history, 
religion, art, and many other fine things, without of 
course neglecting the multifold methods or vocabulary 
building® Translation in the old fashioned sense of read¬ 
ing page after page from the pens of Roman authors must 
be torturingly pressed down upon the brows of high school 
students, while dramatizations, oral-aural aid inventions, 
and in general, information handed out on all subjects 
conceivably connected with the knowledge of Latin — all 
these balm for linguistically hurt minds® 
^Edward K® Rand, "The First Business of the Classics 
Teacher." Classical Bulletin (October, 1944), p. 49. 
^Frederick S. Dunham, "Interpretation In the High 
School Latin Class." The Classical Outlook (December, 1957), 
p. 49. 
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Many of us teachers as veil as students have been 
oriented to the Idea that it is necessary for them to perspire 
at whatever work they do* Does the acquisition of knowledge 
demand a mrgatorio? Would it be an heretical inference to 
say that intellectual fulfillment can be a somewhat joyous 
process? The sciences and modern languages have not hesitated 
to adopt new methods to meet the changing scene and there ap¬ 
pears to be no reason why their extension to other fields 
should be limited# 
BOW, ABE THELCLASSICS TAflGtHT? In education concrete evidence 
is worth more than theorizing* Let us look at the question* 
How is Latin taught, well or poorly? Admittedly, there is al¬ 
ways room for improvement, for Latin Is at times poorly taught* 
Further, this indictment has been heard since the sixteenth 
century by such men of integrity and Intellectual honesty as 
Descartes and Milton* That Latin is a mine of intellectual 
richness having an aesthetic and regal character no teacher 
will deny, but how well is this goldmine exploited? True, we 
are zealous and religiously faithful in teaching syntax; we 
adhere scrupulously to the precepts outlined In our grammar 
but do we ever reflect on the fund of knowledge that is inti¬ 
mately connected with the language? Roman history and the im¬ 
pact it had on Western Europe has a definite connection with 
the study of the language, also the great writers and play¬ 
wrights whose Influence is evident in our day both in the 
7 
field of oratory relative to politics and in our plays which 
are legacies of the comedy and satire of a Plautus and Terence 
The Aulal&ria (Pot of Gold) of Plautus was adapted to 
Holier®*s I/Avapeji Cautlvl (The Prisoners of War) another of 
the great achievements of Plautus, had a great Influence on 
such novels as that better known work of World War II, The 
Wooden Horse (In plot)9 This does not Imply that our modem 
writers are plagiarists? it does indicate that creative style 
and thinking Is not a peculiar boast of our age alone• Mythol 
ogy is another neglected area In our field and sad to say it 
is not unusual to find many students of Latin who still insist 
that Zeus and Jupiter are two distinct mythological gods0 Do 
we ever take the trouble of illustrating the basis of the myth 
and why it has a place in our literature? Hamilton in her 
definitive work Mythology makes the following comment which 
illustrates the necessary connection of mythology with litera- 
4 
ture: 
Greek and Roman mythology is quit® generally supposed to 
show us the way the human race thought and felt untold 
ages ago. Through it. according to this view, we can re¬ 
trace the path from civilized man who lives so far from 
nature? and the real interest of the myths is that they 
lead us back to a time when the world was young and people 
had a connection with the earth with trees and seas and 
flowers and hillsy unlike anything ve ourselves can feel* 
When the stories were being shaped, we are given to under¬ 
stand, little distinction had as yet been made between 
the real and the unreal* The imagination was vividly 
alive and not yet checked by the reason, so that anyone in 
the woods might see through the trees a fleeing nymph, or 
‘‘Edith Hamilton, Mythology, p. 13. 
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bending over a clear pool to drink behold in the depths 
a naiad's face* 
Mythology will take on a definite purpose for the student5 no 
longer will it seem meaningless and unrelated to the student's 
life* It Is evident that such benefits are acceptable In any 
system of education; inasmuch as they may mold character; in¬ 
spire ideals; assist correction in the use of the mother tongue 
and of modem foreign languages, 
iwm&MZ m, jm&LMHa. sm mssm ,...sr,. urn if accept 
the premise that Latin should be an optional pursuit, as it 
generally is in our public schools, does it not follow that 
we have, by that very token, a definite obligation to those 
students who voluntarily undertake to study it? This onus In¬ 
volves a natural process of vitalising the teaching of the sub¬ 
ject to an Interested group; of resourcefulness on the part of 
the teacher in employing the latest techniques in communicating 
the language to the student. 
CHAPTER II 
AN AT3ALTBIS OF THE TRADITIONAL AND 
A look at the traditional method of teaching Latin in 
Germany, Franc® and England, and in the Ignited States will be 
necessary in view of the present study; this will open the 
gates for further discussion of the method to be employed to¬ 
day * The following charts are the result of a study made by 
Hr, Heckor, master of the Roxbury Latin School, The syllabus 
of the German schools in which Latin was taught is represented 
in the following pages. 
The significance of these charts in connection with 
the Latin program that traditionally was followed in the 
Gymnasien and Realgymnaslen indicates that in the whole curric¬ 
ulum, as outlined on the charts, Latin as compared to the 
other subjects was given greater emphasis. This, no doubt was 
due to the fact that Germany insisted that Latin be used as a 
diplomatic medium. 
The thinking behind this greater emphasis on Latin was 
that the traditionalists considered Latin to be a distinct 
mental discipline* Ultimately, It was hoped that the Latin 
student would develop a literary appreciation of classical 
thought and style, but the proximate aim was to develop a keen 
intellect. 
It is to be noted that the last two years of the 
Gymnasien are equivalent to our first two years of college. 
The general aim of the Gymnasien was to foster the acquisition 
of knowledge of the classical authors, which was to be based 
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PROGRAM OP THE GYMNACIEfA 
VI VII VIII DC X XI XII XIII XIV 
RELIGION 3 
‘Jr 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 19 
GERMAN & 
■HISTORICAL 
ANECDOTES 
3 4 1 4 
2 * 
1 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 26 
LATIN 8 8 8 8 8 7 7 7 7 68 
GREEK «9 
- 
CK> 6 6 6 6 6 6 
i’ ‘ • ;; •* v 
36 
FRENCH 
O'’>■ :v.rj. - - if 2 2 3 . 3 3 20 
HISTORY m 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 17 
GEOGRAPHY 2 2 2 1 1 1 9 
MATHEMATICS if 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 31* 
mmu science 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 18 
WRITING 2 2 4 
DRAWING 2 2 2 2 8 
TOTAL 25 25 29 30 30 30 30 30 30 259 
The Roman numerals represent the grade level and the Arabic 
numerals indicate the number of hours devoted to each subject. A. 
look at the program of the Gymnasien shows that one third of the 
total syllabus was devoted to Latin. The Realygymnasien allocated 
an average of one fifth of the total syllabus to Latin. 
^Eugene A. Hecker, The Teaching of Latin, p. 8. 
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PROGRAM OF THE REA LYGYMMSIEN2 
VI VII VIII IX X XI xii xiii m 
RELIGION 3 
GERMAT? & 
HISTORICAL 3 4 
ANECDOTES 1 
LATIN 8 
french 
ENGLISH 
HISTORY 
GEOGRAPHY 2 
MATHEMATICS 4 
NATURAL SCIENCE 2 
WRITING 2 
DRAWING 
TOTAL 25 
2 2 2 2 
2 3 3 3 3 
i 
*?•* 
8 7 5 5 
5 4 4 
3 3 
2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 
4 4 5 5 
2 2 2 2 
2 
2 2 2 2 
25 29 30 30 
2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 
4 4 4 4 
3 3 3 3 
2 3 3 3 
1 
5 5 5 5 
4 5 5 5 
2 2 2 2 
30 31 31 31 
19 
28 
49 
29 
18 
17 
11 
42 
29 
4 
16 
262 
2 Ibida p* 9o 
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on a strong grammatical foundation® The Realygyimasien, 
another product of the German system of education, had as its 
fundamental purpose the sane definite grammatical foundation 
along with developing a sharp Intellect* The student of the 
Gymnasium also tackled the following in the twelfth grades 
Selections from Livy’s Third Decade5 Cicero’s Orations 
(e.g*, pro Archla, pro Ligario, pro rege Delotarro, in 
Caecillum), and the Cato Malor? Selections from Sallusts 
the Aeneld* Memorization of particular verses of Vergil* 
Latin in Germany, as in other countries, had been under fire 
particularly in those areas where grammar and composition had 
been pursued as ends in themselves and had no correlation to 
the students' needs* Hecker feels that the desirable approach 
is as follows? 
The emphasis tends more and more to be placed on the read¬ 
ing of the authors with the purpose of gaining an apprecia¬ 
tion of the genius of Rome; while grammar and composition 
only so far as they serve as tools for such study* 
MSMJLOM According to Hecker 
the student began the study of Latin at eleven years of age. 
In his first year he studied It for a total of 10 hours per 
week. The first year was devoted to a thorough knowledge of 
Latin,grammar and the explanation and recitation of Latin 
<>• .*v 
authori&y Greater emphasis was given to the preparation and 
explanation of texts. Oral and written exercises were given 
3lbld. p. 11. 
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prim© Importance* The teacher read a French passage at a 
slow pace (the words had already been seen by the student In 
Latin; this enabled the student to translate the passage into 
Latin). Some of the approved Latin authors used in the French 
schools were as follows: 
Authors: Epitome Historiae (this was adapted to the partic¬ 
ular group). De viris illustrlbus urbis Rome (second 
semester)• 
The course covered six years; the student was introduced to it 
at the age of ten in some cases, generally eleven and usually 
4 
completed the course at the age of sixteen at the latest. 
If boys can do that at the ages of eleven and sixteen, 
doesn’t it seem a pretty feeble result that American stu¬ 
dents effect so little between the ages of fourteen and 
nineteen? 
LATIN IN THE ENGLISH SCHOOLS In view of the fact that the 
public school system differs so greatly from ours it will be 
necessary to keep in mind that the English school tends to be 
predominantly classical in its aims. This is very evident when 
one examines the content of the curriculum. The place of Latin 
in the English curriculum is, as in Germany, extensively pur¬ 
sued with a tight hold on the traditional. Thus the youngster 
of fourteen years of agef which is equivalent to our youngsters 
who begin first year Latin at that age, is involved in the fol- 
lowing program:y 
4Ibid. p. 15. 
?Ibld. pp. 17-19. 
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7 to 7i hours• Prose, l£ hours. Caesar, Bell. Civ. 1, 
2 hours (21 chapters). Ovid, 300 or 40C lines - 2 hours. 
Grammar, £ hour. This is for the brighter child. A look 
at the program for the so-called general student will in¬ 
dicate a more concentrated emphasis on grammars 
6£ hours. Translation, Hardy’s Reader, pp. 28-38, 3 hours. 
Ovid, one hour (Taylor’s Selections, 200 lines). Pros©, 
2 hours « easy continuous passages - short passages. 
Grammar, £ hour - Accidence and Elements of Syntax. 
It should be remembered that the English school is based to 
some extent on the selective system; this gives them the ad¬ 
vantage to advance more rapidly in this area. 
LATIN IH THE AMERICA If SCHOOLS A look at our schools in¬ 
volves a study of three types of curricula? the public school, 
private, and the Jesuit Schools in the United States. Between 
the elementary school, which is concerned with the acquisition 
of knowledge which is useful in the development of the youth¬ 
ful mind, and higher instruction, which aims at the production 
of the all-round man, that is, men essentially trained in a 
definite area of studies, secondary studies occupy the 'via 
media’ in the educational ladder. Secondary education en¬ 
deavors to develop good habits and good minds which immediate¬ 
ly flow from the latter; this is essential for any general 
culture. It has no particular crusade in view, but touches 
on all with an intellectual and moral soundness. Therefore 
16 
the study of Latin in our schools mist he geared to this aim. 
The Latin teacher must not be concerned in developing Latin 
scholars per se, but concerned that the study of it will con¬ 
tribute to the general development of the intellectual faculty. 
The program of the Boston Latin School: This is a 
six year course, with the exception of some modifications for 
those who choose another language along with Latin0 The fol¬ 
lowing syllabus is the traditional program of the Boston 
6 
Latin School: 
Class VI: 5 hours a week. 1. Regular formst with simple 
exercises showing their use. 2. a. An oral approach along 
with written translations of elementary Latin into English, 
b. tJnseen translations of elementary Latin, this is al¬ 
ways done with the teacher and class as a group. a* 
Reading aloud and copying aloud from dictation simple 
Latin constructions which is composed of words familiar to 
the students, b® Simple oral and written translations of 
English into Latin. 
Class V: 5 hours per week. 
1. Forms and constructions with exercises. 
2. Oral and written translations into idiomatic 
English; this is comprised of some easy Latin and 
books I, II, and III of the Gallic Wars. Unpre¬ 
pared translations of easy Latin. Reading aloud 
%ecker, on. cit. pp. 19-21. 
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or writing passages from Caesar that have been 
studied and then memorised, English into Latin, 
this includes simple oral and written exercises 
based on Caesar1s works. 
Class IVi 5 hours per week, 
1, Oral and some written translations of books IV 
and V of the Gallic Warss of a representative num¬ 
ber of lines from Ovid and books I and some of 
part II of the Aeneid, Translations are also made 
of unseen passages from Caesar and Ovid, Committing 
to memory some passages from Caesar, Metrical 
reading and memorisation of selected passages from 
Ovid, Translating some English Into Latin — this 
again is based upon the works of Caesar, 
Class III: 5 hours per week, 
1. Oral and some written translation of the rest of 
book II and the complete work of books III, IV, and 
V of the Aeneid? of Sallust1s Catiline; and some of 
the life of tfepos. Unseen translations of passages 
from Caesar, and some simple passages of Nepos, 
Sallust and Vergil, Memorisation of some passages 
from Hepos and Sallust, Metrical reading of se¬ 
lected passages of Vergil, Translating some English 
into Latin; these are based on exercises from the 
works of Caesar, Sallust and %pos. 
18 
Class lit 4 hours par week* 
Some oral and written translation based on three 
more of the works of Aeneid and the Eclogues of 
Vergil and four of the orations of Cicero* Unpre¬ 
pared translations of passages from Caesar and 
< Nepos. Writing dictation and committing to memory 
the representative passages from some of the prose 
writers* 
Class Is 4 hours per week* 
Prepared and some unprepared translation based on 
the works of Vergil and Cicero* Dictation and com¬ 
mitting to memory passages from Cicero* Ketrieal 
reading of Vergil. 
This traditional representation of Latin as taught in the pub¬ 
lic schools evokes some justifiable criticism* Such criticism 
can only be based on our present philosophy of education. This 
philosophy encompasses the whole child in the educative process. 
Our educational system does not admit the selective system; 
the function of the public school is the realization of the in¬ 
nate abilities of the individual and to develop these abili¬ 
ties in accordance with the potential of the individual child. 
In line with this premise our schools have to be ever cogni¬ 
zant of the demands made on them by the public* Thirty years 
ago it may have been an accepted practice to have definite 
standards in the teaching of Latin in the public schools as 
19 
exist in private schools today® The type of curriculum as 
exemplified in the above public school is no longer admis¬ 
sible in view of the fact that the post-depression era saw 
a greater influx of students who were anxious to complete 
the requirements for a high school diploma* 
This greater school enrollment demanded a re-evalua¬ 
tion of the curriculum* Latin, like other kindred subjects, 
had to be geared to the capacities of the individual* An 
evolution in the field of language was developing as a result 
of the war-time language programs. The post-war years saw a 
greater interest in modem languages; this no doubt was due 
in part to the global travels of our troops who became ©ore 
aware and interested in the peoples and languages of other 
lands* Our colleges and universities experienced greater en¬ 
rollments of students under the G.I. Bill* Because of this, 
and the greater emphasis on the sciences, the traditional 
four-year Latin program became more of an exception in the 
public school* The public schools offered a four-year pro¬ 
gram, as they do today, but those continued taking Latin 
beyond the second or third year were also an exception. This 
Is not a localized situation, but rather general today* Boston, 
which is considered a forerunner in the cause of Latin and Its 
teaching,bears testimony to this changing scene in Latin* 
Brougham made a study of this changing aspect. His purpose 
was to document a trend of decreasing enrollment in the Latin 
20 
courses of the district high schools of Boston with a view 
to new methods in the teaching of Latin to meet this change* 
He consulted the official Organization report of the past 
three years and the figures obtained from these reports are 
on the pages following* The Boys9 Latin School and the 
Girls* Latin School have been omitted because they are *sul 
generis *• 
The following is substantially Brougham's report. 
There are, besides the Latin Schools, eighteen other high 
schools in Boston, the author omitted including five of these 
schools because their aims exclude the study of Latin* There¬ 
fore his study is an analytic one of a controlled area* The 
remaining thirteen (the author's interest) have an enrollment 
which ranges in size fro© 598 to 1303 pupils, the average and 
median enrollment being about on© thousand* These schools 
accept all candidates, and for the most part they offer the 
following coursess a cooperative industrial course for boys; 
a mechanical arts course for boys? a household arts course 
for girls? a general course? a commercial course? a technical 
course; with one foreign language and two sciences required* 
The author found that students electing Latin are chiefly in 
the college and technical courses, with a few from the commer¬ 
cial and technical courses. On© of the chief difficulties 
arises from the fact that these schools draw their pupils from 
a pre-selected group. Brougham was made airfare that many pupils 
with more ambitious, affluent, or interested parents do not 
21 
come to these schools* Instead, they go to the Latin fchools 
or to the many parochial and private schools In the area* 
This poses a problem for the teacher of Latin regarding the 
question of method* Broadly speaking this type of teacher 
gets what is left. This does not imply that all the good stu¬ 
dents go to other than public schools because there are many 
bright and ambitious pupils who go to their own district 
schools because they cannot afford tuition or even carfare to 
go to another school, or because their parents have a strong 
sense of local pride. This means that in a sense many of our 
pupils are not properly to be called students! therefore the 
teacher of Latin in this situation must establish a standard 
of method to meet the lowest common denominator. The fact is, 
as Brougham graphically illustrates, many of our students are 
in school because every American boy and girl is entitled to 
a high school diploma. For the most part they are bright stu¬ 
dents, but they accept only what they can receive passively. 
They like to be entertained; regardless of this attitude, he 
says that they encourage such pupils to take Latin, because 
they feel that being exposed to it will have some direct in¬ 
fluence, if not now, perhaps later. 
Another problem arises from the small number of pupils 
taking Latin in each school, and Brougham feels it is a prob¬ 
lem which should concern us more than any other. Essentially 
it Is a problem of maintaining Latin on a going basis in the 
Boston district high schools. The average number of pupils 
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taking Latin in the twelve schools Is X08, although it ranges 
from an extreme low of 52 to an extreme high of 228 * There 
are fifteen teachers in all with full or partial Latin pro¬ 
grams « In order to satisfy the administration, and through 
them the taxpayers, every teacher in Boston must carry a 
teaching load of 768 pupil hours per week* This represents 
five classes a day five times a week, each with 31 pupils; 
and it would be necessary to have 15^ pupils taking Latin In 
school to justify the employment of a certified Latin teacher. 
Ten of the twelve schools have fewer than X5*r pupils taking 
Latin. How then does the teacher justify his existence? Ob¬ 
viously, he must teach some additional subject* 
The above is a schematic picture of the situation in 
the Boston school district* Brougham's findings indicate a 
need for change in method in the teaching of Latin; this change 
will have to be in the area of English and Latin. Latin will 
have to be taught with a more related emphasis to English 
studies in order that it may be functional for those who in¬ 
tend to terminate their course of Latin studies at the termina¬ 
tion of the second year. Brougham's statistical report has 
been included on the following page* 
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BTAElSIMfli 
Enrollment In Total 
Latin by Enroll- School No, of % 
Classes ment in Enroll- Latin Taking 
School I II III IV V Latin ment Teachers Latin 
Brighton 23 62 32 19 136 1143 1 12 
Charlestown 0 0 0 0 0 598 0 0 
Dorchester 22 43 —24— 89 1027 1 9 
E. Boston 27 25 0 0 52 861 1 6 
English 
High Sch. 92 99 33 224 1303 2 17 
Girls 
High Sch. 47 23 0 0 70 1108 1 6 
Hyde Park H. 21 54 —26— 101 1007 1 10 
Jamaica 
Plain H.S. 15 19 —11— 45 790 1 6 
Burke H.S. 36 126 34 —32— 228 1170 2 19 
Bosllndale 
High Sch. 0 73 23 16 112 867 1 13 
Rox. Mem. 
Boys H.S. 21 33 —22— 76 972 1 8 
Box. Mem. 
Girls H.S. 22 28 19 69 1007 2 7 
S. Boston 40 36 —15— 91 1111 1 8 
TOTALS* 366 621 141 98 35 32 1293 12,366 15 ave.10 
AVERAGE 28 48 29 20 18 32 108 1031 med. 9 
*12 schools — Charleston High School omitted 
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The following program as contained in the catalogue 
of Phillips Academy is basically that followed by the private 
7 
schools•' 
The courses in Greek and Latin are arranged to provide 
a four-year course in Greek and a five-year course in 
Latin* The Department hopes that a number of boys with 
Classical interests will elect four years of one lan¬ 
guage and three of the other. However, the pressure of 
modern times must make it advisable for roost boys to 
take one ancient and modern language. Such boys may 
elect either Greek or Latin in their first year. Those 
planning on a general education on the advanced study 
of Romance languages, or on entering the Law. will 
naturally prefer Latin, but boys interested in litera¬ 
ture, archaeology, philosophy, or medicine, might well 
choose Greek as their ancient language. 
o 
The first year Latin program encompasses the following: 
Latin 1. Five hours. The year will be spent in the ac¬ 
quisition of the basic forms and syntax of the language 
and of a fundamental vocabulary. There will be constant 
practice in sight reading and in prose composition of 
simple sentences. The purpose of the course is to pre¬ 
pare boys for general reading in Latin prose, not solely 
in Caesar. 
Hecker's outline of the first year Latin program of the Jesuit 
schools is similar in format to that of the preparatory 
schools.^ 
First Year* 8 periods a week in two terms. 
Precepts: First Terra* Etymology as far as deponent verbs. 
Second Term* Brief review of etymology; deponent 
verbs. Principal rules of syntax. 
^Catalogue of Phillips Academy. Andover, Mass. 
(I960). p. 59. 
8Ibld. p. 60. 
^Eugene A. 
p. 22. 
Hecker, The Teaching of First Year Latin. 
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The preceding curricula are typical representations 
of the traditional approach of teaching Latin. It is not to 
be inferred from this that this approach is outmoded and must 
need give way to a complete revolutionary method in teaching 
Latin. The curricula have been designed to meet the potential 
of the student entering this type of institution. This neces¬ 
sitates a selective system of processing candidates to meet 
the standards of the institution. 
The public school system does not operate on this 
selective system, consequently it does not have the rich 
Latin program comparable to the on© enjoyed by the private 
institution. An outline of the first year program of the 
public school will illustrate the point in question. 
First Year Latins 
The beginners* book is usually chosen from one of 
the following popular texts. 
Jenney'a Revised Sglth and Thompson First Year Latin.~° 
This text is invariably used if the group is homogeneous 
and has a concomitant high I.Q. The text is geared to 
the needs of a fast group. 
Latin for Americans.11 This Is flexible In Its useful- 
ness. It could be used in lieu of the first text. It 
is not as schematic in format as Jenney’s, consequently 
its use is relegated to situations where homogeneous 
grouping does not exist and where a majority of those 
taking Latin have a high I.Q. 
Latin. 
cans 1. 
1Qlanasy.,? s.Firgt ffsag 
11 B. L. Ullman and ftorman E. Henry, Latin for Aneri 
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Using Latin l.k. It can only b© used in a situation 
where homogeneous grouping does not exist; it presents 
no challenge to the brighter student* The text is geared 
to a particularly slow group, but fulfills a definite 
function in view of this* 
Although the first year Latin program In the public school 
is not obligated to offer any course in anthologyt Roman 
history or a study of the Roman writers in the vernacular, 
some schools do Include this as part of the program. Since 
this is the exception rather than the rule it would be intel¬ 
lectually dishonest to include these as part of the program 
which is offered in our schools generally* Consequently this 
will not be included In the following program as representa¬ 
tive of the first year of Latin. 
The program is essentially Interested In grammatical 
training. Emphasis is placed on the following: regular forms, 
with simple exercises illustrating their use. Oral and writ¬ 
ten translations of easy Latin into English. Simple oral and 
written translations of English into Latin. To complete the 
text in one year it is necessary to proceed with great speed. 
Since speed cannot be an end in Itself the teacher In the pub¬ 
lic school has to be aware of the individual differences cf 
those undertaking the first year of Latin. 
A comparison of this program with that of the program 
already outlined for the private school illustrates the need 
John F. Gummere and Annabel Horn, Using Latin 1. 
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and purposes to produce the scholar *par excellence,# It alms 
to lay a deep and broad foundation for classical study. It 
attempts to Instil in the pupil an abiding Interest In the 
subject In order to arouse an Intellectual curiosity in the 
works of the men of classical antiquity. The latter, on the 
other hand, has to be aware of the alms of public school edu¬ 
cation, and that each individual is entitled to the benefits 
the particular school has to offer. The Latin program in the 
public school no more than any other program in the school 
cannot function on a selective system. 
In view of this, the aims of its program cannot be as 
lofty as that of the private school. It must take into ac¬ 
count, in its aims, that some of those who enroll in the 
Latin program have definite limited abilities but neverthe¬ 
less are anxious to study Latin and can profit from some ex¬ 
posure to the language. Therefore Latin teachers in the pub¬ 
lic schools should be always aware to what is called practical 
aids in the teaching of their subject. This is particularly 
necessary for the students who have definite difficulties in 
the language but who are still anxious to pursue it. With 
these aids the teacher can develop an interest in the study, 
and can contribute to an increase in enrollment every year* 
The everyday use of Latin as contained in the English lan¬ 
guage should be stressed. Cooperation with the English, and 
history departments is always welcome, and a particularly re¬ 
sourceful teacher will not neglect to seek the aid of the 
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mathematics, science, art, and manual training departments. 
UTILIZATION OF THE LATIN GRAMMAR The teacher of first year 
Latin must beware of purposeless pedantry in the grammatical 
approach to the language. Endless writing out of paradigms; 
insistence on the militaristic vocabulary of Caesar and the 
high flowing oratory of Cicero in the contemporary rendition 
is not the end of the language. The teaching of Latin gram¬ 
mar should have a definite practical approach for the public 
school student. A student can study Latin for four or even 
five years and yet not know the words for the parts of the 
body, colors, foods or clothes. This is the fault of the gram¬ 
mars to some extent and the lack of imagination on the part 
of the teacher who, like many of us, is a product of that 
sterile era when Latin grammar was taught supposedly as a 
tool for future pros© writers but in fact became a mental dis¬ 
cipline in itself and to some extent discouraged many a pro¬ 
spective Latin scholar. 
What can the teacher do to avoid this situation? In¬ 
sistence on the direct approach should be his aim. Encourage 
the student to speak Latin in class; this can be achieved by 
replacing much of the former militaristic vocabulary with a 
more contemporary one. It will demand a little extra effort 
on the part of the teacher. Our grammars do not contain this 
vocabulary to any great extent. The teacher will have to 
write up supplementary vocabularies. The practical dividends 
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accruing from a re-evaluation of the Latin grammar vocabu¬ 
lary are of inestimable value to the students9 English* 
'SbSL.ElXSSi, JiW fihgiaM JfafrtaL .WggKfifaffl which met at 
Tufts University in the summer of 1955 endeavored to make a 
study of the correlation of high school English and Latin 
vocabularies on the premise that Latin is of value in our 
schools as a diglottic undertaking and that the student can 
increase his mastery of words by a comparison of the two lan¬ 
guages; this will also render some facility in self-expression. 
Although the findings of this experiment are tentative they 
do merit mention in so far as it reflects th© debt of English 
to Latin. Van L. Johnson, who headed this workshop, has this 
to says “*3 
Latin is the most useful foreign language for the 
understanding of Mdifficult1* words In English: of the 
1910 words on Weiner’s list, 1460 or 76.4^ are derived 
from Latin. French enjoys rightful prestige for the 
bringing into English 545 or 37.3$ of these 1460 words. 
Other foreign languages are negligible in this connec¬ 
tion: Italian introducing 11 words from the Latin, and 
Spanish 2 words. 
The mention of the Weiner list needs clarification; it was a 
compilation of English words that have caused students dif¬ 
ficulty on all types of examinations. Weiner’s word list is 
a standard manual for students preparing for the college en¬ 
trance, civil-service, police, teacher, and draft-deferment 
3*3van L. Johnson, "The First New England Latin Work- 
shop." The Classical Journal (February, 1956). p. 224. 
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examinations» 
The proper utilisation of the Latin grammar Is of 
necessity today more than the past* We are faced with an en¬ 
tirely different student in this age* His mind has been nur¬ 
tured on television, radio, comics and movies, and these have 
developed radical mental differences* Whether we like it or 
not they have to be entertained, their span of attention is 
limited due to these other agencies seeking their attention* 
The above forms of entertainment are, at tines, a good source 
of learning and have done much for education, but the fact re¬ 
mains that a reduction in study time is inevitable and possi¬ 
bly In powers of concentration* The grammar, no more than 
any other text, cannot provide the solution to the students1 
problem of concentration* A teacher realizes now more than 
ever that he must pay homage to the Biblical precept "All 
things to all men" or, all things to all students* This 
added function of the teacher, if we wish to call It that, is 
in reality a greater challenge to his ingenuity in presenting 
Latin in a vital and interesting fashion and in correlation 
with the students’ other subjects* The grammar is a tool in 
the hands of the teacher; the product will only be as good 
as the craftsman; it must be used prudently and with fore¬ 
sight; it should never be a millstone either for student or 
teacher but rather a means to a greater end. 
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FREfcFflTIffG LATIN TO ITg BBS? APVATITAQE Despite opinions to 
the contrary the beginning work in Latin is undoubtedly the 
14 
most difficult task in the entire scheme of instruction* 
The pupil who, in his early study fails to become well 
grounded, in the elements of Latin — who fails to se¬ 
cure an accurate knowledge of forms, and of the leading 
principles of syntax — is at once put at an immense 
disadvantage. 
The result is a discouraged student, and eventually he will 
discontinue his pursuit of the language because of a lost 
interest, or & feeling of utter defeat* 
The writer feels that a student should not begin 
Latin until he is at least twelve years old. The mind is not 
mature enough before this age to comprehend the initial dif¬ 
ference of Inflection between the two languages, Latin and 
English. An example of this early presentation of the prob¬ 
lem of inflection can be well Illustrated to the adult. For 
the immature youngster a simple sentence showing the inflected 
form of one language, Latin, as opposed to English, demands a 
definite maturity in reasoning. The following is typical of 
the simple Introductory sentence found in the first year 
Latin text. 
The farmer likes water* 
This is a simple sentence having a subject, verb and a direct 
object. The majority of youngsters beginning Latin can readily 
l4Bennet and Bristol, The Teaching of Latin and Greek. 
p. 50. 
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recognize the parts of speech in the above sentence because 
their minds have been trained to a definite word pattern in 
English, Consequently, if they saw the above sentence ren¬ 
dered in this order it would naturally convey a different idea. 
The water likes the farmer. 
Here they see that what was a direct object in the first sen¬ 
tence has now become a subject, and what was subject has now 
become a direct object and consequently conveys a different 
meaning because of the change of word order9 yet the spelling 
of the words ’water* or ’farmer* has not undergone any change 
because of the juxtaposition. 
The problem arises when the youngster sees such a 
sentence rendered in Latin and where inflection is basic to 
translation. 
The farmer likes water. Agricola aquara aroat. 
The Latin sentence can change its word order without changing 
the basic idea* thus the above sentence can be rendered in two 
other ways and still convey the same idea. 
Aquam agricola amat* Amat aquam agricola. 
Although a defined method of word order is to be encouraged* 
particularly for the beginner; yet, a ritualistic adherence 
to it by the teacher can present problems at a later stage. 
The Latin grammar will Invariably extol the benefits of an 
inflected language and then point out a definite word order.^ 
^Smlth and Thompson’s first Year Latin, p. 12. 
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Observe that in Latin* the order of the words makes little 
difference. Whereas in English the order is important in 
determining the subject and object, in Latin it is entire¬ 
ly a matter of endings* For instance, the sentence "The 
poet praises the farmer” may bo written in Latin "Poeta 
agricolam laudat” or "Agricolam laud&t poeta” or " Lauda t 
poeta agricolam.” In each case, the nominative ending 
on noeta shows that it is the subject of *laudat*? and 
the accusative ending on !agr!eolasJ shows that it is 
the direct object of ’laudato The normal order however, 
is subject, object, verb* 
The observant student has a legitimate right to question this 
style of syntactical advice. The above problem is on© of the 
most common type that faces the beginning student. If the 
teacher insists on holding the pupil to an exact word order 
in English to Latin translation he is not only behaving in the 
role of the academic pedant but has the further obligation of 
explaining to the student why such men as Cicero, Livy, Vergil, 
etc. did not follow a defined word order. 
The proper approach to the beginning work demands a 
well trained Latinist. It Is not uncommon to find that those 
students who are just beginning the subject have Inexperienced 
teachers; the justification being that the lower the grade 
the easier It is to teach. The beginning student should have 
the most experienced, capable and mature teacher. This Is an 
obvious observation since only the best trained can lay a 
solid foundation for the beginner, and know what should be 
stressed as vital to future study, and what things can be de¬ 
ferred to a later time. Even the well-grounded Latinist finds 
that the beginner is confronted with more serious difficulties, 
some are inherent in the subject; some are related to the 
3^ 
method of approach, and if the beginner gets a poor start h© 
is forever floundering. 
Sennet makes the following comment appropos of the 
16 beginner’s books 
Ho problem is greater than the wise choice of a first 
book to be put into the beginner’s hands. 
In the past the approach to beginners’ Latin commonly began 
with a Latin Grammar and Latin Header. The grammar consisted 
primarily of the rudiments of pronunciation, accent, declen- 
sions, and conjugations. The Reader had exercises based on 
the assigned grammatical principles. Unlike the present 
method, students were formerly taught the five declensions as 
a separate unit, then adjectives, pronouns and the conjuga¬ 
tions. As is evident, this method had its problems — com¬ 
plete sentences were not known, since the student was exposed 
to Isolated words and phrases in the Reader, because of the 
unit method involved in teaching the grammar. 
THE CONTEMPORARY FIRST YEAR LATIN GRAMMAR Although the old 
Latin Reader had its defects the accompanying Latin Grammar 
was sound in its format. Because of a crying need for a 
change and a reaction against the Latin Reader, the Latin 
Grammar suffered a death knell. The Latin Reader was at fault, 
not the Grammar. In view of the defects of the Latin Reader, 
both the Latin Grammar and Reader were disposed of and a new 
16 Sennet, op. clt. p. 51. 
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Latin grammar introduced* Our grammars today are complete 
in themselves, therefor© we do not use any Header* Because 
of the justified antipathy to the isolated phrases in the 
deader the new Latin grammar introduces complete sentences 
at the beginning* 
Despite the aforementioned quality, our grammars lack 
the format of the one they displaced* The verb, parts of the 
noun, adjective, adverb and pronoun are found here and there 
throughout the beginning pages with syntactical rales some¬ 
times relating to a noun, or a case etc* This approach seesis 
unsound to the writer, because there is an unnecessary separa¬ 
tion of things that logically belong together* This early 
separation of essentials (in order to promote interest or 
salve the memory) has to be associated at a later date, and 
this demands a repetition of material and a consequent waste 
of time with added boredom for the student* 
Host grammars introduce English to Latin translation 
before the student has a thorough command of the forms* Facts, 
which logically belong together should be learned In conjunc¬ 
tion with each other* The five declensions are a logical 
whole and should be studied in conjunction with each other® 
A European Latin grammar,^ covers the five declensions 
(with complete sentences) in the first 4? pages$ a representa¬ 
tive grammar of ours takes 313 pages to complete the five de- 
17Longnsan31 Latin Course, 
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clensions. The same indictment applies to syntax relative to 
the different constructions of the genitive, the dative, the 
accusative or the ablative — these are a logical whole and 
should be studied in conjunction instead of separation. It 
seems to be a fundamental psychological error to separate 
such facts in teaching grammar. The general approach to 
teaching the verb is in piecemeal fashion. The declension 
and the Irregular verb 'to be* as outlined in our grammars 
puts the student at an enormously psychological disadvantage; 
he is forced to be ever aware of this separation; this involves 
as association at a future date which could have been done at 
the beginning. Why this waste of time and consequent con¬ 
fusion to the student? 
This was a sincere attempt to relieve the student of 
burdensome memorization. Sincere as this approach may be, 
the student is forced in the long run to memorize and associate 
at a later date the very same paradigms, adjectives etc., that 
have now been disjointed in our grammars. It is merely a de¬ 
layed process and causes the student unnecessary work. A 
study of syntax in conjunction with the forms distracts the 
energy of the beginning student who has to keep in mind two 
18 things so different as syntax and forms. 
Likewise, psychologists in analyzing the methods of Latin 
learning found that students are doing much unnecessary 
Jordan, "Psychology Applied to Latin Learning.” 
lire, Classical JQuraal* p. 317. 
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work. The over-emphasis on drill, the long lists of un¬ 
related vocabulary and the countless rules of syntax 
overburden the student to the detriment of his learning 
and enjoying Latin* 
Concentration is essential to any language study — yet the 
grammars in their efforts to avoid over-taxing the memory in¬ 
advertently demand memorisation of two distinct features at 
one and the same time, A student*s memory is less apt to be 
over-taxed in memorizing the forms exclusively until he has 
a full command of them. There is no reason why the first con¬ 
jugation (present, imperfect, future, present perfect, past 
perfect, and future perfect) of a regular verb cannot be 
thoroughly learned at the outset. Here, the student can con¬ 
centrate on the forms alone; he will not have the added burdm 
of principles of syntax at the same time. The writer found 
this method direct and effective in a freshmen class of 2?0, 
The students found It more logical in learning the whole para¬ 
digm as a complete unit. This approach does away with the 
burden of later association of tenses. The student's memory, 
at this age, is extremely active and capable of retention and 
should be utilized with this in view — the memory can bear 
these burdens of memorization now than at a future date. 
Invariably, the beginning student is motivated by the 
novelty of the subject; he is anxious to acquire a command of 
it as soon as possible. This early motivation does not last 
beyond the early weeks of his study; consequently, it seems a 
pity for a teacher not to take advantage of this mental readi¬ 
ness. 
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NECESSITY OF MEMORISATION The exclusive exercise of the 
memory at the beginning stages is necessary. If the student 
is not encouraged to memorize these forms until they are as 
familiar to him as his multiplication tables or alphabet his 
progress is stilted from the beginning. Yet, it is only in 
the very early stages of Latin that the memory can be util¬ 
ized to its fullest capacity? the student will come to prob¬ 
lems soon enough which make demands on his rational faculty 
and will be able to see and cope with these in their proper 
perspective if he is well-grounded in the forms. 
VOCABULARY The beginning lessons of the grammar should be 
limited in vocabulary. The introduction of the verb 'to be' 
in the first vocabulary lesson is confusing to the beginner. 
The student sees a verb form 'sum', 'ost', or 'sunt*, com¬ 
pletely out of context grouped with nouns and adjectives and 
sometimes adverbs. To quote an old adage, ’’One thing at a 
time, and that well done," has a definite significance here. 
Disassociation has no educative value. In learning to drive 
an automobile It Is essential to know how to operate the com¬ 
plete set of gears as a unit. The contemporary grammar dis¬ 
cards unity in its vocabulary because it emphasizes early sen¬ 
tence writing and translation. 
Inevitably, as any teacher of Latin discovers, the 
student is limited in his sentence translation because his 
knowledge of the forms and paradigms is completely disassoci- 
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ated. Ho may recognize that ’sum* means 'I am,* ’est* means 
’he, she or It is,' consequently, his translations can only 
encompass these three verb forms, he must wait a long time 
before he sees the complete conjugation of the verb ’to be®* 
Invariably, teachers are asked by the student, why was the 
complete conjugation delayed. The vocabulary should be uni¬ 
fied. It Is not uncommon to find second, and third declension 
nouns in the beginning pages of the vocabulary, when the 
first declension has not been mastered. This poses a problem 
for the student who is presently trying to master the inflec¬ 
tions of the first declension. 
The teacher, in his effort to prevent further con¬ 
fusion for the student, tells him to memorize the given form 
of the second or third declension noun and that the complete 
declining of it will be explained later. The difficulty and 
the unsound grammatical format involved can be illustrated in 
the case of mathematics. Both disciplines have a common basis 
in that certain fundamental principles have to be thoroughly 
memorized. The elementary text in mathematics treats addition, 
subtraction, and multiplication as separate entities In the 
early years of acquisition. The student must memorize and be 
capable of applying these fundamental principles; having 
thoroughly mastered them he is able to see their operation in 
more complex mathematical situations. The teacher of mathe¬ 
matics is never confronted with this problem of dlsassoclation 
of principles as is common to the teacher of Latin. 
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DESIRABLE CHABACTEHILTICS OF THE FIRST MB TEXTBOOK The 
American Classical League Service Bureau published the fol¬ 
lowing bulletin relative to definite **characteristics which 
IQ 
we should expect to find in a First Year textbook.a.H 7 
1. Both the immediate and ultimate objectives of the study 
of Latin should b© developed continuously, contempor¬ 
aneously, and interdependently." 
2. Continuous Latin reading material should be introduced 
at the earliest possible moment, 
3* This reading material should not be of a supplementary 
nature but the indlspensible vehicle of progress in 
learning vocabulary, forms and syntax. 
4. The continuous Latin reading material should deal with 
Roman or classical themes. 
5. There should be a great reduction in the number of 
grammatical principles and Inflectional forms intro¬ 
duced, and there should be a much wider reading exper¬ 
ience with each principle and form when introduced. 
6. Greater emphasis should be placed upon fundamental as¬ 
pects of syntax and inflection and less upon technical 
and formal grammar. 
7. Latin reading material should be the medium for the 
study and acquisition of vocabulary, syntax, and in¬ 
flection. In other words, getting the thought should 
provide the motivation for the mastery of the elements. 
Accordingly, specie! vocabularies, syntactical princi¬ 
ples, and inflections should follow rather than pre¬ 
cede the reading material. 
8. There should be continuous effort to develop the pupil*s 
power to solve from the Latin reading material new vo¬ 
cabulary and new principles of syntax and inflections. 
The inter-relation between English and Latin should be 
stressed not simply as a means of interpreting English 
but as a means of comprehending Latin. 
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9® The textbook should provide assistance in developing 
the power of the pupil to take in the thought of a 
Latin sentence through the Latin and In the Latin word 
order» 
10* Since the value of Latin for English Is, in a judgment 
of most teachers, the most important ultimate objec¬ 
tive of first year Latin, systematic attention should 
be given to presenting the application of Latin vo¬ 
cabulary to English and of Latin grammatical principles 
to the correction of common errors in English speech• 
11. The textbook should assist the teacher in keeping be¬ 
fore the pupils a standard of translation which actual¬ 
ly contributes to the pupils* power of correct and 
fluent expression. 
12. The textbook should call attention to the application 
to the subjects studied. Including the Romance lan¬ 
guages. 
13* The textbook should provide sufficient material, sys¬ 
tematically repeated, to make possible the kind of 
mastery necessary for the transfer of desirable habits. 
14. The textbook should make systematic provision for en¬ 
couraging collateral reading in English on Roman themes. 
15. The textbook should provide additional optional work 
for the superior pupil. 
In view of this textual problem the teacher of the 
beginning student must be the best? he cannot be a slave to 
the text by adhering to it by page numbers? he must gear it 
to the capacity of the student. Therefore, the teadher’s 
pedagogical approach must be directed with the idea that the 
grammar is not a biblically inspired fountain of Latin 
methodology. 
; 
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PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHERS OF FIRST YEAH LATIN, 
The following points were originally compiled by Ruth Alex¬ 
ander, who then contributed them to the American Classical 
League. Not alone are they of inestimable value to the begin 
ing teacher but also to the seasoned teacher.x 
I. Objectives 
A, The teacher strives to attain the immediate and 
ultimate objectives for first year Latino 
1. Progressive development of power to read and 
understand Latin. 
2. Increased understanding of those elements in 
English which are related to Latin. 
3. Development of a historical and cultural back¬ 
ground . 
4. Development of correct mental habits. 
5. Development of right attitudes toward social 
situations. 
6. Increased ability to learn other foreign lan¬ 
guages. 
7. Elementary knowledge of the simpler general 
principles of language structure. 
II. Preparation of the teacher 
A. The teacher has an adequate knowledge of Latin. 
Bc The teacher has an adequate knowledge of Roman 
history and institutions. 
C. The teacher has an honest conviction as to the 
value of Latin. 
D. The teacher understands the place of Latin in the 
curriculum. 
E. The teacher gives correct proportion of emphasis to 
the various phases of the work. 
F. The teacher appreciates the difficulty of the study 
for immature minds. 
0. The teacher has a knowledge of English grammar. 
%nth Alexander, "Practical Suggestions for Teachers 
of First Year Latin." The, American Classical League Servlga 
• No. 145. 
H. The teacher has a knowledge of other foreign lan¬ 
guages . 
I. The teacher makes use of available helps in Latins 
1. The Classical Journal 
2® The Classical Outlook 
3. The Classical Weekly 
4. American Classical League Service Bureau 
5. University Extension Division 
6® Audio-visual aids 
7. Local, state and national meetings of Classical 
teachers 
J. The teacher makes adequate preparation for each 
recitation. 
K. The teacher carefully corrects and promptly returns 
to the pupils all written assignments. 
Ill* Measurement of Results 
A. The teacher gives frequent written tests to deter¬ 
mines 
1. Preparation 
2. Ability 
3. Progress of class 
4. Progress of individuals 
B. The teacher makes use of standardized Latin tests. 
IV. Motivation 
A. The teacher motivates the work— 
1. By making the pupils conscious of the objectives 
of the first year Latin 
2. By using interesting devices 
3® By putting on Latin exhibits 
4. By holding Latin contests 
5. By staging Latin plays or plays about Latin 
6. By use of slides, films, pictures, etc. 
7. By use of Latin songs 
8. By use of a Latin newspaper 
V. Methods and Techniques 
A. Vocabulary 
1. The teacher trains the pupils in methods of get¬ 
ting at the meaning of a new word when met in 
sentence context. 
a. By association with a familiar English deriva¬ 
tive 
b. By association with a related Latin word 
c. By its association in context 
4? 
d. By using the vocabulary as a last resort, 
and in such a case deciding what vocabulary 
form to look for* 
2* The teacher lists for mastery those words which 
are of frequent occurrence after they have been 
met in the sentence context* 
3* The teacher places much greater emphasis on th© 
pupils’ knowing the English equivalent of a Latin 
word than upon his knowing the Latin equivalent 
of an English word* 
4. The teacher uses various devices for class and 
individual drill* 
a* Perception cards 
b* Vocabulary ,T spell-downs” 
c* Vocabulary card games 
d* Review translations 
e* Class reading of easy Latin stories from a 
textbook other than the one regularly in use* 
B* Pronunciation 
It The teacher sets a good example of accuracy* 
2. At first the pupils learn by imitation to pronounce 
whole words or sentences? later they work out a 
key for the Latin sounds of the letters* 
3* The teacher gradually introduces the rules of 
syllabification and the placing of the accent* 
4* In the early stage, the pupils read with the 
teacher each new Latin story* 
5* Individual pupils are given frequent practice in 
reading one or more Latin sentences and are 
judged by fellow students for accuracy* 
6* Pupils are assigned parts in a Latin dialogue or 
play and are judged for accuracy and expression* 
7« Pupils listen to and imitate Latin recordings* 
8* Recordings are made of a pupil’s reading and are 
then played back for criticisms* 
C* Form Study 
1. Forms are chosen for mastery according to fre¬ 
quency of occurrence* 
2* Study of forms is functional rather than formal* 
a* Inflectional forms are first presented in sen¬ 
tence context* 
b* Meanings are constantly associated with forms* 
c* Emphasis is placed on the ability to recognize 
forms independent of their place In a paradigm, 
d* Paradigms are used merely for summary* 
e* Memory devices are pointed out for the pupils, 
f* Drills are varied* 
1* By use of games 
2* By use of contests 
3o Oral work 
4. Written work 
5m Card games 
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D. Syntax 
X. A minimum of rules is chosen for study* 
2. Choice of rules for study depends upon: 
a* Necessity of understanding the rule before 
translation can be done* 
b. Value of the rule in English 
c. Frequency of the construction in material to 
be read* 
3* Hules are developed inductively from the Latin 
stories being read* 
a. Pupils are led to formulate tentative working 
rules as new uses are met* 
b. Later on a definite statement of the rule Is 
agreed upon* 
4. Emphasis is placed on the fact that ability to 
Illustrate and explain a rule is more valuable 
than mere ability to recite the rule* 
E« Translation of Latin to English 
1* There is daily practice in comprehension at sight. 
2* The teacher provides supplementary sentences for 
drill on new— 
a. Vocabulary 
b. Forms 
c* Syntax 
3. The teacher provides supplementary Latin stories 
or plays to be read by class* 
4. The stories, so far as possible should deal with 
Roman life, history, etc. 
5* The thought content of the stories is emphasized. 
6* Questions on syntax or forms are used only when 
needed to clear the thought* 
7® Every possible effort is made to train the pupils 
to grasp the thought in Latin word order® 
8* The teacher uses various methods to determine 
whether the pupils comprehend the thought content— 
a. By intelligent oral reading of the Latin by 
pupils 
b. By questions on the content 
c. By literal translations of key words, phrases, 
clauses, or sentences (Some stories can be 
read and discussed without any translation.) 
9® Teacher uses good translation into English as a 
means of improving the English expression of the 
pupils— 
a* By careful discrimination between a “meta¬ 
phrase” (or “literal” translation) and an ade¬ 
quate translation. 
b. By setting a reasonable daily amount for 
exact and careful translation® 
4? 
Co By requiring for the review translation a 
higher standard than for the advance assign¬ 
ment* 
d. By requiring frequent written translation. 
e. By reading to the class models of excellent 
translations. 
f. By encouraging class criticism of English used 
in translation. 
F. Translation of English to Latin 
1. Daily practice is given in translating English 
into Latins 
a. Oral 
b. Written 
2. Sentences to be put into Latin should be based on 
the Latin story being studied and should be—* 
a. Simple 
b. Interesting 
c. Useful for drills on essentials in 
1. Vocabulary 
20 Forms 
3. Syntax 
3» Pupils should be trained to translate by ideas 
rather than by words? i.e., get the idea, then 
the method of expression. 
a. By discussion of the principles involved 
b. By analysis of the English sentences 
Co By revising the English sentences so as to 
employ Latin word order and idiom 
4. Most of the written work should be done under the 
supervision of the teacher. 
G. Latin elements in English 
1. English derivatives 
a. Pupils are trained to discover the meaning of 
unfamiliar English words through familiar 
Latin words. 
b. Pupils are trained in the analysis of English 
words through a systematic study of roots, 
prefixes, and suffixes. 
2. English spelling 
a. Definite principles of spelling are worked 
out through the Latin. 
b. These rules are applied in correcting mis¬ 
spelling in the pupils’ written work. 
3. Phrases and abbreviations in English 
a. The teacher trains pupils to understand common¬ 
ly used Latin phrases and abbreviations. 
b. Pupils are encouraged to find examples in 
their reading and bring them to class for dis¬ 
cussion. 
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4. Technical terms 
a. The teacher trains pupils to use their Latin 
aid in an understanding of technical terms 
met In ether school subjects» 
b. The teacher cooperates ■with other departments 
in helping the pupils use their Latin. 
H. Historical background 
1. The teacher uses every available means to de¬ 
velop an understanding of and interest in Homan 
history* life. Institutions, by: 
a. Latin stories being read 
b, Collateral English reading 
c® Short informal talks by teacher 
d. Reports by pupils 
e. Pictures 
f* Films 
g. £lld@s 
h. Bulletin boards 
Although the above suggestions may seem very demand¬ 
ing for the first year Latin teacher yet on analysis it is 
merely a breakdown of the integrated program we should be of¬ 
fering the first year student. To reiterate a previous ‘state¬ 
ment, the teacher of Latin has a golden opportunity to vital¬ 
ize the program. If he is interested in kindling the fire of 
enthusiasm, and opening up new vistas for the beginner it 
will be necessary to outline a rich program such as the one 
already cited. Personal experience has shown that the direct 
method of teaching Latin yields visible rewards within a short 
time of its inception. It is understood that this demands 
dedication, perseverance and careful planning. Like the 
modem languages, It has been in operation on a limited scale; 
this can be a general ’modus operand!* if there is an all out 
effort on the part of all teachers. How many times have we 
been asked by students why w© don’t converse in Latin? 
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Another area of enrichment to promote effective teach¬ 
ing is that of correlation* The purpose of our teaching is 
not Latin grammar isolated from all other phases of learning* 
Movie producers are having a Homan holiday depicting Homan 
civilization. Extravaganzas* Ilk© Ben Hurf Spartacua* Julius 
Caesar, etc** have awakened a healthy interest in the student* 
This is an opporttmity to acquaint him with this past civiliza¬ 
tions there is no questioning the fact that curiosity is In¬ 
satiable in this area and we are doing a great disservice if 
w© fail to meet his needs in this respect* 
There are publishers who offer a Latin newspaper of 
topical interest at very reasonable rates* The classical or¬ 
ganizations offer other incentives and worthy projects* The 
language cannot be taught effectively as an Isolated study? it 
has to be correlated with English* history* ctistoms, and in¬ 
stitutions* Consequently no teacher* who is sincerely dedi¬ 
cated to promoting the language* can label the suggestions 
which have been outlined as frills* 
THE DIRECT METHOD "We are not only teaching Spanish* for 
o 
example? w@ are teaching Spanish to American-Engllsh speakers. 
Desberg of the Foreign Service Institute* Department of State* 
made this observation apropos of the method in teaching a for- 
2D. Desberg* "Structural Linguistics and High School 
Language Teaching*" The_£laj3.s i e.aJL At Look (Nov.* 1959)* p* 14. 
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eign language. It Is only by constant repetition of Latin 
phrases, sentences and quotations that the student will ac¬ 
climate himself to the transition from English to Latin. A 
teacher ought to provide a list of common expressions; exper¬ 
ience taught the writer that about twenty of these Latin sen- 
tentiae are sufficient for a two or three week period. The 
expressions should be carefully selected having some connec¬ 
tion with the students* everyday conversation and class work. 
The following is a sample of a group the writer used: 
1. Quid agls? 
2. Tenesne memoria? 
3. Incipe tu. 
4. Age, esto attentus. 
5. Visne repetere prae- 
lectionem cecum? 
6. Volo 
7* Ubi est Joannes? 
8. Audit© me 
9. Ledete 
10. Age, pronuncia; 
reddidistl omnia recte. 
What are you going? 
Do you remember? 
You begin. 
Pay attention. Be attentive 
Will you repeat the lesson 
with me? 
I will 
Where Is John? 
Listen to me. 
Sit down. 
Pronounce it; you have said It 
correctly. 
Students are not expected to be acquainted with all of the 
vocabulary involved in the above expressions. It Is essential 
that the teacher have these mimeographed and distributed to 
the students. The assigned work should Involve memorizing 
these expressions with the purpose of oral rendition. This 
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presupposes that the five declensions and regular conjugations 
have been thoroughly mastered, 
The early acquisition of the declensions and conjuga¬ 
tions is advocated because the student will then see their 
operation in a functional situation* He should readily see 
that •agis* in the sentence 'Quid agis?' is indicative mood, 
active voice, present tense, second person singular. It is 
self evident that if the teacher follows the contemporary 
textual format page by page the student will not have a com¬ 
plete picture of the verb since he is learning it piecemeal 
and the above expressions will serve no purpose. By constant 
exposition to these expressions the student will readily see 
some tangible results. His study will be more meaningful and 
- > * , 
the novelty of expressing themselves in a foreign language 
will stimulate further Interest. 
This method yields more rewarding results when it is 
interspersed throughout the regular class period. If there 
is any Indication of forcefulness in the approach the method 
will suffer because of a lack of a healthy learning climate? 
if the pupil is continually made awafr© of the situation and 
consequently feels that he must ever be ready to render the 
response to the expression at hand we are defeating the pur¬ 
pose of the program. The purpose of this method is not a 
parrot-like rendition of phrases and expressions? rather it is 
to create a learning situation whereby we make the study of 
the language an enterprising venture rather than a pedantic 
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bore. 
In view of the preceding remarks it Is a good policy 
to orientate the beginner in the first week to the language 
itself, and the reason for studying it. The American Philo¬ 
logical Association has a pamphlet entitled What About Latin? 
This is an extremely well written essay which does not in¬ 
volve the youthful reader in tireless terminology but answers 
the usual perplexing questions confronting the beginner. 
THE EXTENT OF THE FIRST YEAR LATIN PROGRAM The perennial 
question in the mind of the teacher is how much should be ac¬ 
complished. Since the study of the language Is not to be con¬ 
sidered an Insulated concentration on the grammar *per se*, 
the answer will depend on the particular aims of the teacher. 
According to Quintilian: 
Grammar is a study of the great poets, historians, and 
orators as literature. 
Although this mandate could not be realized in full, at the 
outset It does give us some indication as to the rich possi¬ 
bilities. The question remains: How much should be covered 
in the first year? There is no generalized answer available. 
However, there are two approaches to the question. If the 
teacher is primarily interested in teaching latln grammar and 
is a dedicated disciple of the text his road is clearly de¬ 
fined. On the other side of the coin, the teacher, who is 
interested in enriching his program will not tether himself 
to the dictates of the text but will find it necessary to 
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to make some modifications as to what he feels should b© 
stressed as essential, and what can be eliminated as non-essen¬ 
tial, No set rule can be offered to achieve this end, each 
teacher learns by his own personal experience in the field. 
He should sound out the intellectual potentiality of his class 
in the beginning weeks and then gear the course to meet the 
needs of the particular group. It is pedagogically unsound 
to commence the year with the sole intention of covering the 
complete text. Experience dictates that certain areas of gram¬ 
mar demand more time and repeated explication. The object is 
not to complete the text but proceed with one objective; a 
complete and thorough mastery of the fundamentals. If this 
absolute concentration and acquisition of fundamentals Is 
neglected the teacher is doing a grave injustice to the begin¬ 
ner. A little well learned is a lesson to the learned. 
CORRELATION OF THE LATIN PROGRAM A distinguished orator and 
statesman, Cicero made the observation: "Not to know what hap¬ 
pened before you were born, that is always to be a child.” 
Ennui results in the youthful mind because of a definite lack 
of vitamin in the Latin menu. The necessity of a rich litera¬ 
ture, in the vernacular, has already been mentioned. This 
literature should be In correlation, if possible, with the 
English program, while at the same time having a fundamental 
relationship to Latin literatura The following Is a selec¬ 
tion, suitable for the first year Latin class based on a much 
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larger list which appeared in the flMgiBftJLMfflElfl« 3 
&3lttl9£ 
Anderson, Paul L. 
Anderson, Paul L„ 
Anderson, Paul L. 
Gray, C. E. 
Llewellyn, Richard 
Loewenstein, P. 
Seton, Anya 
Snedecker, Carolyn 
Sutcliffe, R. 
Sutcliffe, R. 
Sutcliffe, R. 
Sutcliffe, R. 
Wallace, Lew 
Wells, Reuben 
Wells, Reuben 
White, Edward 
Whitehead, Albert 
Title Subject 
Slave of Catiline ex-gladiator saves 
state 
Swords in the North Roman Britain 
With the Eagles Gaul in 5^ B.C. 
Murder Defies 
Roman Emperor mystery* time of 
Hadrian 
Flame of Hercules escaped galley slaves 
Lance of Longinus centurion of Tiberius 
Mestletoe and the Sword Roman Britain 
Perilous Seat Delphic Sibyl 
Eagles of the North Roman Britain 
The Outcast Roman Britain 
Silver Branch 
Lantern Bearers 
Ben Kur 
On Land and Sea 
with Caesar 
mystery in Britain 
Britain 
early Christianity 
Gallic Wars 
With Caesar’s Legions 
Song of the Sirens 
Standard Bearers 
Gallic Wars 
short stories 
Gallic Wars 
National Geographic Society Everyday Life in Ancient Times 
^Hazel S. Beall, "Historical Fiction on Classical 
Themes." Iha. Classical World (October, I960), pp. 8-12. 
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The majority of these books are inexpensive and could be in¬ 
cluded on the teacher’s library budget. They serve two pur¬ 
poses s a) widen the student’s knowledge of the world in which 
the language was medium and give Latin more vitality, b) de¬ 
velop the student’s ability to write a report and conduct an 
intelligent discussion with his classmates on his reading; at 
the same time it will be an asset for the student’s English 
assignments. 
To illustrate the method involved here, let us take 
a novel of such wide acclaim as Ben Kur. The student is in¬ 
structed to give a written or oral report on it. This can b© 
subdivided into a study of the social, religious and political 
implications involved, Bach student can be assigned a partic¬ 
ular project connected with the period; he develops it and 
then presents his findings to the class. This approach has 
always proved itself successful and, to say the least, stimu¬ 
lating for the class. The English department considers this 
selective reading a worthy enterprise in the area of elemen¬ 
tary research. The selected readings should have some relation¬ 
ship to the reading level of the first year Latin student. 
THE UTIM TEACHER AND THE PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH The approach 
to the acquisition of a foreign language is one that is based 
on imitation, speech-patterns and constant repetition. 
Only in recent years have psychologists been directing 
their attention to language learning. They are just be¬ 
ginning to realize that language learning for adults is 
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an art and a skill that involves all the mental processes 
and habits used by the small child. In their study of 
the traditional methods they see that the adult learner 
Is subjected to methods far removed from those in which 
he acquired his first language as a child.^ 
Modern language techniques find the basis of this method 
analogically related to the painless method the child uses in 
gaining a command of his first language. The teacher of first 
year Latin has the grave responsibility of keeping abreast of 
constructive Innovations In the acquisition of the language. 
His objective should be the Inculcating of a desire of fur¬ 
ther study on the part of his students. 
LATIN CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS The majority of schools set 
aside a period of the daily schedule for various clubs and or¬ 
ganizations. This is an opportunity for the teacher to es¬ 
tablish a Latin club. The purpose of the club should be con¬ 
structive f not Just a fill-in to meet the demands of the admin¬ 
istration. The following are a list of worthwhile projects 
which can be of real educational value and also add some vital¬ 
ity and color to the study of the language. 
1. Auxlllum Latlnum: This is a magazine, using a com¬ 
plete Latin medium. It covers current events such 
ass American statesmen^ biographies, a page of news 
highlights, of jokes, biographies, dialogues, cross- 
Jordan, 11 Psychology Applied to Latin Learning.’' 
BuLfila(April, i960), p. 317. 
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word puzzles , plays, cornicestrips, varied adven¬ 
ture, etc. 
2. Res Gestae* A Latin newspaper. Th© format differs 
from the magazine, Auxlllran Latlnuai. but the con- 
tent is practically th© same. 
Every school with a Latin program should be & member 
of the Junior Classical League. This club is sponsored by the 
American Classical League; its function is of national import 
in the area of Latin studies. It offers an excellent opportun¬ 
ity for student-participation in extra-curricular activities. 
It provides worthwhile material for club projects, such as 
plays, which invariably illustrate the practicability of a 
knowledge of Latin. These plays can be staged, with little 
effort, for the school assembly because of their brevity and 
potential in attracting prospective Latin students. 
A very popular undertaking of the Latin club is the 
annual Roman Banquet. The benefits accruing to membership in 
a professional association are well Justified in this respect. 
The following appeared In a professional publication, in which 
a teacher tells how she wanted to motivate an interest in 
Latin and Roman life among her students. This was accomplished 
by organizing a Roman banquet. Her purpose was to Instill a 
keen interest and appreciation of the Roman world. Roman ban¬ 
quets are quite a common approach among Latin teachers but 
Mrs. Bell*3 efforts produced some Innovations which are a 
worthy educational undertaking. She delegated much of th© 
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authority and initiative to her more responsible students. 
The following is, in substance, her account of the organiza- 
5 
tion of the banquet. 
lw Latin invitations were inscribed on multi-colored 
glazed tiles (fired with the cooperation of the 
arts and crafts teacher). 
2. The seating was arranged by a drawing of lots from 
an urn, and prizes of greeting cards with Latin 
inscriptions were prepared to be awarded to the 
winners of the costume contest. 
3. The banquet itself began with a prayer and an offer 
Ing to the Muse Thalia, to whom it was dedicated. 
The forty-one guests sat on the floor, removed 
their sandals, and washed their hands in bowls of¬ 
fered by 'slaves1 before being served the leisure¬ 
ly four course meal. 
4. Between courses there was original entertainment, 
produced and presented by a student committee. In¬ 
cluded were a dance by a slave girl from a province 
two readings from Mark Anthony's burial speech — 
first in the style of Shakespeare and then in 'cat 
talk*. 
5. The declaration of the rules for the 'wine drinking 
and the distribution of the wreaths to be worn by 
th© guests; a chariot race, with betting on the 
outcome by th© spectators and payment for the win«- 
ners in 'silver coins'; a fight between gladiators, 
a pageant of the Muses, in which each 'Muse* ap¬ 
peared with her symbol and attributes; and a Homan 
wedding. 
Th© food was as typically Roman as possible. A local restaur¬ 
ant prepared the chicken and a mother baked the ham, but all 
the other preparations, including the serving and cleaning up, 
was done by the students. 
^Clara I. Bell, "A Homan Banquet." The Classical Out 
look (February, I960), pp. 40-4?. 
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Bell1® Homan banquet is unique In that It gives the 
student a complete picture of the Homan world. At first 
glance this seems to involve a lot of work but the students 
did all of this work# 
AUDIO VISUAL AIM Twenty years ago audio-visual aids in the 
area of Latin would have been a definite innovation.^ 
John Amos Comenius, a seventeenth-century scholar who 
wrote in Latin and studied the process of education 
with a veritable passion, insisted in his Orbis Pietns 
that man had to learn through his sensesf therefore, in 
order to teach, you must demonstrate or draw a picture 
whenever you can. 
Today the teacher can visit with the people of antiquity with 
the turn of a switch. Resources such as motion pictures, 
filmstrips, slides, records, tapes and opaque materials are 
at hand. These are aids for more effective teaching. A for¬ 
mal knowledge of operating these aids is a pre-requisite. 
Consequently there is no excusing the teacher who retorts, 
uY©s, I was trained to be a teacher, not a machine operatorV* 
For those, who are sincerely dedicated to the profession, and 
are anxious to Improve teaching methods, audio-visual train¬ 
ing is a sine qua non. In view of this, the following re¬ 
marks are intended for those who have taken formal instruction 
in the theory and practice of audio-visual equipment; conse¬ 
quently this is not intended to be Instructional in the use 
^Daniel W„ Marshall, "Timely Words from a Friend." 
(Farch, I960), p. 257. 
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of the equipment primarily because the writer is not an ex¬ 
pert in this area9 and secondarily this is a personal respon¬ 
sibility of all teachers* It is an attempt to illustrate the 
use of audio-visual aids in Latin. In the field of Latin 
there are many new additions in the department of materials. 
However excellent this material may be it must above all ful¬ 
fill a definite need. Visual aids must illustrate the point 
at issue? they must have a direct relevance to the topic under 
discussion, and give some assurance that it will leave a defi¬ 
nite impression. They should not be a substitute for a dull 
lesson. Hoey is of the opinion that teachers should construct 
7 
their own visual-aids. 
The ideal way to secure a high degree of relevance is 
to put together one’s own visual aids. Even on the 
limited scale on which this is possible, it is a reward¬ 
ing pursuit. 
IkflJSB&gUa. An ideal machine for experi¬ 
mentation in homemade visual aids. Any handwritten or type¬ 
written material such as maps, private collections, source 
materials, can be illustrated and arranged in connection with 
the study at hand. Brill on vocabulary can be effactively 
tested and taught with a brush pen. The projector is an ex¬ 
cellent medium in demonstrating the breakdown of the verb. The 
growth of the Roman Empire can be visually outlined by means 
^Allan S. Hoey, ”Visual Aids for the Teaching of the 
Classics.” (February, 1956). p. 235. 
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of a blank map. This can be followed by quizzing the pupils 
on the historical development of the Homan world* By filling 
in the countries annexed by Home the student gets a better 
picture of the whole era® This particular aid* in the writer's 
opinion5 is the most flexible for the imaginative teacher. 
The. _¥u-Gra'ph; To realize the full benefit accruing to 
this machine the teacher must prepare the material beforehand. 
A singular quality of this aid is its time-saving* because a 
test can be prepared on the plastic sheets (they can be filed 
for future reference) which ordinarily would involve ten min¬ 
utes writing on the board. Again* like the Opaque projector 
it can be an excellent means for vocabulary drill and matching 
tests. 
The Movie Projector and Slid. Projectors Movies ap- 
propriate for first year Latin are few and usually entail pro¬ 
hibitive financial burdens. Invariably there are some local 
agencies who rent movies to schools for a nominal fee. In 
view of the fact that movies apropos of Latin are few the 
teacher should be able to justify the rental of at least one 
a year. 
The slid© projector has two uses because of its con¬ 
vertibility from slides to filmstrips and vice versa. There 
are numerous filmstrips relative to testing on forms and syn¬ 
tax. Like th© Vu-Graph this is also a great time saver. Any 
part of the test or vocabulary drill can be reviewed for the 
benefit of the class or the Individual. Because of the abun- 
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dance of material on the classics the slide projector can be 
the teacher’s greatest aid* 
Tapeq2 Like the Opaque-Projector the tape recorder 
has an indigenous quality* Its most effective use is in the 
acquisition of Latin pronunciation* Another characteristic, 
although involving prior preparation, is in the oral-aural 
approach, also in rendering the question-answer Latin phrase¬ 
ology* The tape recorder can be of definite help in instilling 
confidence in the area of pronunciation. 
The Bulletin Boardt This can be effectively used as 
a propaganda medium in connection with the Latin club. An¬ 
nouncements of coming events or current activities can be 
posted in Latin* The bulletin board invariably intrigues 
the curiosity of the non-Latin student. It is also ideal 
for class exhibits. The writer has found it an excellent 
aid in methodology particularly in the area of posters. Each 
pupil Illustrates on a poster a particular Latin construction 
which has given him some difficulty. 
These are basically the many means the teacher can 
utilize for the realization of the program. 
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On terminating the first year of Latin the student 
should have developed the followingi 
1# A definite knowledge of the interrelated grammat¬ 
ical principles of Latin and English which should 
foster a better command of English, both by a 
clearer insight of the gramrar and by practice in 
accurate and faithful translations. 
2. The seeds of an appreciation of good literature 
should be evident. 
3. Some understanding of the political, social and 
religious institutions of the Roman Empire. This 
will have been acquired partly through its native 
medium, the Latin tongue and partly through cor¬ 
related readings in the vernacular. 
4. An idea of the profound influence of Rome on 
modem literature, languages and institutions. 
The program itself will have more vitality because of the 
variety of method involved. The student will not be faced 
with the traditional yoke of meaningless memorizetions of 
paradigms etc.; with little or no relation to good English 
translations. Having been exposed to the colorful history 
surrounding the language he should be able to make critical 
Judgments of a past era with the civilization in which he is 
now living. 
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